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Join the Fun!

Ick and Crud are best buddies.
Some days they like to snooze the
day away. On other days they find
adventure in everything they do.
Join the fun with Ick, Crud, Bob the
human, Miss Puffy and the whole
neighborhood.
Funny Bone Books: First
Chapters are perfect for young
readers transitioning into longer
stories. The Ick and Crud books range
from 1,000 to 1,500 words with 3-4
chapters. Every page is beautifully
illustrated in full color by the amazing
Jim Paillot.
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Book 4

“Did you just come from the barn?”
asked Ick.
“Oh, I wouldn’t be caught dead in

What Could
Go Wrong?

Ick and
Crud
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the barn,” said Miss Puffy. “No classy
cat would.”
“Then it sounds like our kind of place,”
said Crud. “Let’s go, Ick. Something big is
about to happen there!”

Ick and Crud jumped over the fence. Splat!
“How soon we forget,” moaned Crud.

He and Ick shook off the mud, then raced
down the hill and to the barn. They
skidded to a stop at the big, red door.
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Ick tried to bark to show Bob what a
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bad thing he had done. But instead of a

Eat a Pickle
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woof, he could barely squeak out a woo.
Crud liked that.

“L et’s get you two inside,” said Bob.

“The vet is waiting.”

He pushed open the office door. A lady
with hair like a French Poodle’s greeted
them. “Have a seat,” she said and pointed.
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Meet the Characters

Follow the Crunch
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Crud

Miss Puffy

Ick

“Why are we running?” asked Ick.

“You’ll see,” said Crud.

They raced through their yard, jumped
over the fence, and landed in Mrs. Martin’s
Bob

flower bed, which was still all mud.
“Oh not again,” said Crud. “Rats!”
“Rats?” asked Ick. “Where?”
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